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Effective Organizational Communication using 
Metaphor: Homeplus Case

Jinwook Kim, Insook Kim
Kyunghee University, Seoul, Korea

Objectives: This article presents a case-based study on how CEOs can communicate effectively with members of their organization. 
Many CEOs deliver messages to employees to implement their management philosophy and encourage successful management 
performance. This study explored how these messages can be effectively disseminated to and internalized by employees throughout 
an organization.
Methods: This study investigated communication using metaphors carried out by the CEO of Homeplus, a representative retail 
company in Korea, from the time of its founding. These metaphors played an important role in achieving high management perfor-
mance compared to competitors by promoting effective understanding and application of management principles to business.
Results: Management by metaphor (MBM) was defined as “using metaphor as a means of management.” In this management 
method, the CEO utilizes metaphors in communication with stakeholders, including members of the organization, customers, and 
shareholders. Concepts such as corporate vision, management ideology, shared values, business concepts, leadership, talent, and ba-
sic principles are incorporated into metaphors and shared internally and externally. 
Conclusions: Metaphors are very effective for clearly sharing management concepts within an organization. MBM can be widely 
used in negotiations, persuasion, contracts, and human networks in business relationships, including activities outside the company. 
Communication within organizations has always been difficult and a source of problems. However, in a business environment, met-
aphors act as a catalyst to facilitate effective communication.
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Introduction

Not all the phrases that people say will be memorable. The for-
mer CEO Seung-Han Lee (hereafter referred to as “SH Lee”) of 

Homeplus, a representative retail company in Korea, recognized 
the importance of using metaphors and actively used various 
metaphors in the business field to convey his management 
philosophy and message. SH Lee emphasized that metaphor is 
the most efficient means of keeping listeners engaged, invested, 
and motivated for a long time, especially as a corporate man-
ager, arguing that metaphors will have a significant impact on 
management. Thus, SH Lee was convinced that management 
by metaphor (MBM) is an effective way to share managerial 
thoughts within an organization, encourage members to act, 
and improve corporate performance. 

SH Lee expressed what he considered to be the most im-
portant management concepts, including the Homeplus man-
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agement philosophy and corporate culture, as metaphors. His 
metaphors were based on shared values and the organizational 
culture among its members, and he believed that the stronger 
the organizational culture, the more effective MBM as a man-
agement technique would be. Strong companies have their own 
language, habits, and unique organizational cultures. In partic-
ular, companies are characterized by their global scope cover-
ing many diverse cultures. MBM can be used as an important 
means for building a strong corporate culture within outstand-
ing companies.

Origin of Metaphor
Metaphors are commonly used for communication. That is, 
we use metaphors to express the same meaning regardless of 
who the listener is. In the word “communication,” “com” means 
“together,” and “muni” means “mutual.” As such, metaphor is 
a method of communication and a means of connecting with 
each other through language and gestures (Keysar & Glucks-
berg, 1992). Metaphors enable communication at a higher level. 
The ultimate purpose of communication is to understand the 
nature of the message being conveyed to the listener, and as a 
result, the speaker achieves the intended effect. To convey, ac-
cept, and understand the essence of a message, there must be 
shared values between the speaker and the listener. When these 
shared values establish a mutual premise between speaker and 
listener, it is possible to convey meaning close to the essence 
of a message. Hawkes (1972) argued that metaphors express a 
more accurate meaning by using figurative meaning to transfer 
a message, which leaves its own separate impression and makes 
the message seem new, larger in scope, or more specialized. The 
purpose of metaphors lies in a sense of inadequacy based on 
a new level of perception, referred to as “deviant predication” 
(Smith, 2013).

In addition, Ullman (1957) argued that the distance between 
an original idea and an auxiliary idea is an important feature of 
metaphors. This means that the similarity between the original 
idea and the auxiliary idea must be accompanied by a sense of 
discrepancy. When given a new metaphor, humans apply their 
hermeneutic instinct; since a metaphor is a device to under-
stand one thing through another, choosing to use a metaphor is 
a hermeneutic act (Burke, 1969). The use of metaphors enables 
efficient communication. Instead of a long description, it is pos-
sible to convey content concisely through other objects or ideas 
with similar characteristics. Metaphors are also advantageous 
for effective communication. If a message is abstract, explaining 
it in relation to specific objects through a metaphor increases 
the possibility that the audience will accurately understand it. 

Therefore, it can be said that SH Lee’s MBM was not entirely 

new, but instead reflects an attempt to systematize and synthe-
size existing metaphors in business administration research, the 
management field, and communication methods of leaders. 

 
Why Management by Metaphor?
Digital technology is a new trend that has had a wide-ranging 
impact on the economy, society, and culture, and especially on 
corporate management. The reason for the transformations 
induced by digital technology is that in a business environment 
dominated by the internet, computers, and information tech-
nology, flexibility based on the creativity of the members of the 
organization, as opposed to the strength of a united organiza-
tion like in the past, determines a company’s competitiveness. 
Organizational structures are also changing to become more 
horizontal to respond to rapid changes. A horizontal organiza-
tional structure of a company is based on agility and creativity, 
and in addition to improving coping ability, it also broadens the 
view of business and competition (Appelbaum, Calla, Desautels, 
& Hasan, 2017). 

Leadership plays an increasingly important role in companies 
with an emphasis on individual autonomy as a way to move 
employees in a single direction (Slemp, Kern, & Patrick, 2018). 
To show outstanding leadership in the future, it is necessary to 
present a clear vision and shared values through prompt and 
effective communication. Regarding the concept of positive 
leadership, which has recently attracted attention, positive 
communication within the organization, a positive atmosphere, 
and positive relationships are presented as the most important 
strategies. In shared leadership, success depends on the collec-
tive behavior or shared culture of many team members beyond 
specific individuals. Both types of leadership can be implement-
ed successfully based on good communication within the orga-
nization.

SH Lee defined metaphors as “means that effectively and 
efficiently convey meaning through metaphors” and a “com-
munication hoisting method.” MBM was defined as “using the 
metaphor as a means of management” (Kim & Chang, 2018). 
In other words, MBM is a management method that utilizes 
metaphors for communication with stakeholders, including 
members of the organization, customers, and shareholders, 
from the perspective of the CEO. All concepts such as corporate 
vision, management ideology, shared values, business concepts, 
leadership, talent, and basic principles are incorporated into 
metaphors and shared internally and externally.

The use of metaphors is very effective in clearly sharing import-
ant management concepts within an organization and forming 
consensus among members in the shortest possible time. MBM 
can also be widely used in negotiations, persuasion, contracts, and 
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human networks in business relationships outside the company. 
Communication within organizations has always been difficult 
and a source of problems. However, in a business environment, 
metaphors act as a catalyst to facilitate effective communication.

Case Description

Birth of Homeplus and Metaphor
SH Lee’s “metaphors” began when the company’s brand was 
created. In 1996, when Homeplus was preparing to start a busi-
ness, most discount stores in South Korea had names ending 
in “mart.” In this flood of “marts,” SH Lee was looking for a fa-
miliar brand name that would be easy to pronounce and could 
be remembered immediately, while retaining the perception of 
discount stores where good products can be bought at low pric-
es. He created a brand called “Homeplus,” linking “Home” and 
“Plus,” the motto of which (“let’s be helpful to the family, let’s be 
helpful to life, and be a plus to family life”) was created in 1997 
after numerous evaluation processes.

 
Effectiveness of Metaphor-Based Communication
SH Lee explained the effectiveness and application of meta-
phor-based communication with the following four require-
ments. The first is ease of understanding. Metaphors are simple 
and concrete expressions that are easy to convey and under-
stand. The second is stimulation and impressiveness. A meta-
phor gives the audience a strong stimulus and excitement that 
cannot be given by a general description. The third is the effect 
of memorization and embedding. Strong stimuli, emotions, 
and stories contained in metaphors can remain in a listener’s 
memory for a long time. The fourth is execution following a 
communication. Through these steps, a metaphor influences 
the listener to act effectively and efficiently. 

Metaphors are attractive in management since they encour-
age implementation among members of an organization. In ad-
dition, the use of metaphors in this process has the advantage of 
stimulating creative thinking since metaphors deliver messages 
indirectly, rather than through direct instruction. Metaphors 
inspire members to act on their own since they support active 
and autonomous behavior rather than passive attitudes. Meta-
phors are also fast-spreading, have a wide reach, and encourage 
an easygoing atmosphere in the organization due to their hu-
morous and fun nature. Because of these advantages, SH Lee 
has widely implemented MBM. Metaphor is a very effective 
means for leaders to guide various people in the organization in 
a cohesive direction. Thus, SH Lee believed that the use of met-
aphors had an overall impact on corporate management.

 

Examples of Metaphor-Based Communications
Store Manager’s Shoes and Chairs
The impressions left by messages that leaders deliver through 
metaphors have the power to raise the work by members of an 
organization to the highest level. Knowing the merits of using 
metaphors, SH Lee presented a new store manager with a chair 
with the manager’s name on it and new shoes. “Our managers 
are at the level of cabinet members in the US. In our roles at 
Homeplus, we meet local residents and contribute to local de-
velopment. These two gifts symbolize that you will not lose your 
dignity as a manager when you sit in a chair and work hard for 
customers, or when you go to the store and work hard enough 
to wear out the heels of your shoes.”

The chair with the manager’s name on it was inspired by the 
chairs of U.S. cabinet members that SH Lee saw in a conference 
room while visiting the White House. The principle of this gift 
was that if someone works in a chair with his or her name en-
graved on it, he or she will have no choice but to feel a sense of 
responsibility and mission. Shoes represented SH Lee’s idea that, 
in the distribution industry, on-site management is important 
for checking and overseeing work. The new branch managers 
who received such gifts from the CEO would feel the need to be 
prepared for such work.

Homeplus as the “Customer Council”
Just as brands have a BI (Brand Identity), companies have a CI 
(Corporate Identity), and people have a PI (Personal Identity), 
Homeplus was the first brand in the retail industry to account 
for the identities of individual stores. SH Lee first introduced 
the concept of the SI (Store Identity) in Ansan, having judged 
that the value of a store would be even higher if it was possible 
to give an identity to the place where the customer and product 
meet. When talking about Homeplus’ SI, he often referred to 
Homeplus as a clock tower that can be recognized at a glance, 
which contains a much deeper meaning. The unique, clock-
tower-shaped exterior is a reference to British Parliament’s 
Big Ben, which is located in a historic area on the banks of the 
Thames River. If a National Assembly Hall represents the opin-
ions of the people in each country, then a discount store that 
collects customers’ opinions can be thought of as the Customer 
Hall. In other words, Homeplus’ “customer council” spirit, 
which reflected the goal of satisfying customers’ needs in a com-
prehensive manner, was expressed in the design of the store.

Homeplus’ SI has created a unified brand image of “plus-
to-life,” starting with the symbolic weight of the clock tower, 
followed by a moving walkway, front window design, entrance 
design, the exterior wall design of the parking lots, and vehicle 
entrance design. This design reflects not only an impressive 
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appearance, but also the heart of the company, which places 
customers first.

“Vision House” as a Management Frame 
Another notable point in SH Lee’s MBM is the introduction 
of geometric elements to the metaphor. This practice entails 
compressing and visualizing linguistic metaphors represented 
by words, sentences, and stories into geometric representations 
containing schematics, pictures, and symbols. This method was 
developed after many years of thought in order to enable the 
sharing of metaphors containing one’s philosophy within an 
organization more quickly, easily, and interestingly. Therefore, 
geometric elements were included in the message and training 
programs that SH Lee developed for his employees in the field. 
The definition of management is generally described as a form 
or process (Rue & Byars 2000) that directs people to achieve 

an organization’s purpose or goal. The principle of success is 
to strictly define each concept one-by-one and share it with all 
members of the organization (Milton, 1982). As a representative 
example, each symbol describing a component of the “Vision 
House” is a concise and easy-to-remember symbol that organi-
cally shows its relationship to the relevant elements of manage-
ment (Figure 1).

Future Management with Metaphors
In his 44 years of work experience, SH Lee encountered many 
cases where small business managers lacked knowledge and 
theory about management. He also shared the difficulties that 
managers face in the process of sharing, spreading, and imple-
menting new strategies and visions on behalf of the company. 
Since SH Lee also faced these same difficulties before becoming 
CEO, he created the foundation of MBM to improve commu-

Create Innovate
Cultivate

Collaborate
Contribute

“Cultures need to be fused organically”
It symbolizes the harmonious integration of the two cultures of
korea and UK. Homeplus is a joint venture between UK and
Korean companies.Culture

“Keep the line”
This line is meant to be followed, and the management principes,
which are the criteria for decision making, are symbolized.
(Better-Simpler-Cheaper-Faster)Principles

“Do not die, but do leap up”

innovation, creation) and invisible squares (cooperation,
contribution, cultivate).Strategy

“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it”
It represent the steering wheel of a car and symbolizes the arrangement
of all business activities in one direction.
(Steering Wheel/SMART/ Critical Path/MBO&Self Control)Objectives

“Look beyond the Obvious”
As an expression of a ridge that can be seen in the distance, the philosophy
of SH Lee’s vision was  made a symbol.

Vision

“Build a house on rock, not sand.”

of existence) and Values (baseline for decision-making), which
are the basis of a company.Value

Figure 1. Elements of the “Vision House.”
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nication with managers, and he refined and developed MBM 
while applying it to the management field for a long time. SH 
Lee believes that future management reflects the concepts of 
“other-connectedness,” “helpfulness,” and “open collaboration” 
beyond the dimension of self.

Beyond the self, the ability to actively discover, utilize, and 
collaborate with others is required to act within and outside an 
organization. SH Lee believed that if the sharing of goals and 
directions within an organization become active through MBM, 
collaboration would be smooth and strengthen corporate com-
petitiveness. He also expected that companies would take the 
lead in contributing to community development based on the 
value of connecting others. As such, SH Lee believed that MBM 
could contribute to a better tomorrow based on support for 
small and medium-sized enterprises and promoting the social 
contributions of companies.

Discussion

Making the Organization More Active through Metaphors
To understand and manage an organization effectively, one 
must have the ability to manage the organization according to 
various perspectives and sophisticated analytical frameworks. 
The foundation of organizational research is built by analyzing 
unique perspectives and methods that recognize a diversity of 
perspectives in organizations. Organizational metaphor analysis 
is one of these methods and can be used as a tool to analyze or-
ganizations. Morgan (2006) presented eight metaphors as ways 
of looking at organizations, including machinery, organisms, 
brains, culture, political systems, psychological prisons, con-
stant conversion processes, and governance tools. Morgan, in 
particular, used the example of Frederick the Great of Prussia, 
who turned his military into a mighty army based on inspira-
tion from a moving toy soldier that wound and turned a spring 
leaf, providing an image of regularity that served as a basis for 
his organizational innovations (Morgan, 2006).

Palmer and Dunford (1996) pointed out that research us-
ing metaphors is actively conducted in organizational deci-
sion-making, leadership, organizational change, organizational 
development, policy, strategy, organizational culture, and orga-
nizational design, and emphasized the importance of metaphors 
in organizational research. French and Bell (1999) also argued 
that metaphors were very helpful for understanding organiza-
tional change, citing Lewin’s three-step model of change (thaw-
ing → change → refreezing) for organizational development.

How to Manage by Metaphor
SH Lee emphasized that the core of metaphor communication 

is an art. In particular, he said in an interview with Forbes Ko-
rea that he is inspired by modern art, saying “Contemporary art 
is to make ‘something not special’ into ‘something special.’” He 
believed that art is what makes ordinary things extraordinary, 
as seen in Andy Warhol’s (1928–1987) works incorporating im-
ages of boxes and toilet bowls. SH Lee insisted that the power of 
art comes from making general things special from the perspec-
tive of the artist, and that management should be recognized 
as art. SH Lee also received constant intellectual stimulation in 
his daily life through meetings with numerous people, forums, 
seminars, listening to and giving lectures, and mentoring based 
on extensive reading. 

The driving force behind this search for knowledge is active 
curiosity. SH Lee is truly interested in a broad range of subjects, 
which he makes his own. He also uses his imagination to con-
nect completely different concepts. Art, curiosity, and imagina-
tion are the basis for improving creativity, which can be used to 
create excellent and effective metaphors. In that spirit, SH Lee 
tried to express metaphors without restrictions in paintings, 
symbols, and buildings by using visual and geometric elements. 
Metaphors that use geometry and symbols are an important 
feature of SH Lee’s MBM.

 

Conclusion

To successfully use metaphors to communicate, it is first nec-
essary to clarify the goal of what one wishes to express. When 
selecting the source domain, the audience’s knowledge level, 
attitudes, and cultural backgrounds must be considered. In oth-
er words, one must think carefully to find a metaphor that lis-
teners can understand easily. One should then design the most 
compact and simple sentence, word, or picture to communicate 
the metaphor. Metaphors also encourage the audience to see or 
hear and act. If one repeats certain processes one after another, 
a metaphor comes to mind (Spark of Genius), but it can also 
be said that a metaphor is revealed at the moment when it is 
needed, through the fusion of SH Lee’s 44 years of experience 
in management and life, vast curiosity, and artistic sensibility. 
On this basis, SH Lee’s expressions satisfy the conditions of an 
excellent metaphor. In other words, his metaphor had a prompt 
impact, so that members of the organization could grasp his 
thoughts and intentions and act accordingly.
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